Course Assistant

Spring 2022
Professor David Yang

Econ 1133: Authoritarian Superpower - The Political Economy of Modern China

Professor David Yang is seeking a Course Assistant to assist with a small (~25 students) undergraduate course. The CA will teach one section that meets bi-weekly and collaborate with Professor Yang on various aspects of the course, including offering office hours, grading, providing advice on Stata, and assignments, etc.

Applicants should have a very good knowledge of Stata and empirical microeconometric techniques. Because the CA will be teaching section and frequently interact with students, strong social and interpersonal skills are particularly valuable. Prior knowledge on the course topic (political economy of modern China) is not required but preferred.

The pay rate is $19/hour, and the estimated workload is 10 hours per week.

If interested, please send CV, transcript, and advising report to davidyang@fas.harvard.edu.